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A non mormon religion

professors

impressions of mormon missionaries
the commitment innocence and candor of mormon
missionaries impress a maine professor and his students
robert L lively jr
most students at our small state university in rural new england
have had little exposure to the variety of religious faiths many of my
students perhaps 40 percent claim affiliation with roman catholicism another 30 percent with protestant denominations and the
remaining students have no affiliation in each class of thirty to thirty
five there are always several who have never been inside a church
or synagogue partly to address this lack of experience with religious
movements 1I invite representatives of various faiths to address my
classes in the past eight years we have had presentations by the
line protfollowing christian faiths roman catholic all the main
mainline
estant denominations represented by ordained women whenever
possible latter day saint seventh day adventist christian science
pentecostal unificationist jehovahs
hs witnesses quaker unitarian
Jehova
christian fundamentalist shaker and the way non christian faiths
that have been represented are judaism islam bahai confucian
hindu zen buddhism and wiccan
wician
among these diverse religious movements locally available
representatives most often are middle aged or older with the exceptions of foreign students who may appear to speak about their
faith and of latter day saint missionaries who are about the same
age as most of the students in class while 1I might have invited a
mormon bishop or relief society president to speak 1I have always
chosen a set of missionaries primarily because the missionaries
represent their faith from a unique position due to their young age
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ask the students which of them has had mormon
missionaries knock at their door usually about 90 percent raise their
hands but very few have ever invited them into their homes or
apartments 1I then prepare the class for a visit by the missionaries by
focusing on two topics continuity and commitment the first topic
leads us to a discussion of religious tradition and 1I attempt to draw
attention to the natural resistance that develops against any new
religious movement particularly a faith that claims to have a living
prophet and new books of scripture as does the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints students can better understand the percormons if they are aware of the
se cution endured by the early mormons
secution
human tendency to cling to traditional beliefs and to view new beliefs

when

1I

with suspicion or even fear
our discussion of commitment leads us to realize that most of
us are committed at any given moment to a movement or idea or line
of action and further that the amount of time money and effort we
devote to this commitment indicates the depth of the commitment
the class also comes to accept the notion that since we do not all
share the samegoals
same goals what maybe important to one person may seem
inconsequential even strange to another 1I ask students to attempt
to determine the commitment level of the two missionaries who will
visit the class and to identify specific elements in their presentation
that provide clues to this for example I1 suggest that they might wish
to ask about the cost of a mission and where the funds come from
in addition to preparing the class 1I attempt to help the missionaries know what to anticipate several weeks before the visit
1I telephone them to extend the invitation I
1 make clear that while
1I am not a latter day saint 1
I am friendly to the church and admire
many of its members and programs As one might expect this
appears to dispel any anxiety that the invitation might cause because few of the missionaries have had much college experience
and many appear somewhat in awe of the world of higher education
of the ten or twelve sets of missionaries that I1 have invited over
the years none has ever been asked to speak to a college class before
but none has refused my invitation 1I once encountered a female or
sister missionary on the phone who quickly assumed 1I was one of
the elders playing a practical joke on her finally I1 persuaded her
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that my inquiry was legitimate and she and her companion made a
fine presentation to the class
the three topics that 1I suggest they address and these are the
topics 1I give to representatives of all of the faiths are the history
of the church in brief its basic doctrines and their own personal
stories were they born in the faith how did they come to accept it
spiritually and what led them to devote so much time to their faith
answers to the latter two of these three topics the representatives
personal connections with and commitment to the faith prove to be
the most interesting to class members
further preparations of the missionaries for their appearance
include my taking them out for a meal prior to their meeting with
the class this setting gives me a way of rewarding their efforts of
becoming better acquainted and of answering any last minute questions two or three ofthe missionaries have been bold enough during
these relaxed moments to inquire about the state of my own soul
usually 1I have actively avoided dealing with such questions during
pre class discussion but 1I have not always been successful
this preclass
of all those invited to make a presentation only one missionary
appeared nervous he was still in the early months of his mission and
speaking before an unusually large class sixty students that semester may have contributed to his anxiety if other missionaries were
nervous they did not show it afterwards many admitted that the
thought of speaking to so large a group of unfamiliar people not of
their faith was intimidating as their experience before such groups
was limited to settings among their own faith with supportive
listeners the factor that appeals most to my students about the LDS
missionaries their being close to the students in age turns out to
be the very factor that brings the most anxiety to the missionaries
themselves younger audiences they claim look up to them while
older audiences appear to admire them for their commitment
manners neat dress and courtesy but their peers they believe
evaluate them differently perhaps more harshly more candidly one
missionary reported that while addressing the class he was constantly
wondering what are they thinking do they think im crazy
but the missionaries anxiety seems to have no grounds for the
students have always been impressed by them and an instant rapport
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appears to arise between them and the class probably in large
measure because of their similar ages with representatives of other
faiths this rapport is sometimes lacking perhaps in part because
many representatives are as old as the students own parents and
thus implicitly represent parental authority furthermore the missionaries
sion aries look like college students at least our more neatly groomed
ones one students comment is typical 1 I didnt expect them to be
as normal as they were
generally the missionaries display an innocence and a candor
that students and probably most people find appealing an example is the missionary who told the class that on the first night of
his mission when he was far away from home for the first time in his
life he cried himself to sleep another in response to a student
asking if he had ever slipped in regard to the mormon health code
quietly replied we have all slipped sometime in our lives the
classes have always responded well to the missionaries honesty in
admitting their ignorance of a particular issue or in agreeing that
perhaps there may be more than one way to view a situation or idea
in contrast older representatives from other faiths tend to be more
dogmatic in their answers and this firmness often turns students off
finally the class members often remark about the seeming genuineness of the testimonies that the missionaries bear of their personal
conviction regarding matters of their faith
As for the actual approach that they use in class generally the
missionaries combine a videotape on early church history with an
oral presentation by them both in alternating style as if they were
conducting a cottage meeting with an investigator in so meones
home this appears to work quite well before the class the only
topic with which a few of them have seemed uncomfortable is
the role of women in the church because our campus is about
70 percent female many in the class are likely to voice objections
when they hear that mormon women are not allowed to hold the
priesthood or church authority and they also might speak out on
the size of many mormon families one missionary informed the class
he was one of fifteen children at which even 1I joined in the gasps
throughout the room
another topic that causes some consternation among students
is the idea of various levels of heavenly glory and that only cormons
mormons
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in good standing will inherit the highest level the missionaries seem
more at ease holding their ground on this yet they are usually able
to do it without causing further alienation unlike many other more
sectarian more exclusive faiths students have trouble as might be
expected with several other unique aspects and doctrines of the
faith among these are the idea of joseph smith as a modem day
prophet the book of mormon as legitimate scripture complementing the bible and baptism for the dead
As noted earlier however student interest seems to focus on
the personal involvement and commitment of the missionaries more
than on the various tenets of their faith most students cannot fathom
why LDS missionaries are willing to do what they do for two years
said one student my general reaction was what are these two nice
young men doing here why arent they home and in college why
are they here trying to convert people who dont want to be conmormons accept
verted when I1 ask the class why so many young cormons
verted
calls to serve full time missions in spite of its high cost currently
about 350 per month regardless of where the missionary serves
throughout the world an amount provided solely by the missionary
and the missionarys
mission arys family the more perceptive students reply that
what costs us the most is often valued the most and that something
that comes easily is seldom regarded highly this comment seems to
mormons
suggest that young cormons
Mormons in working at various jobs to earn their
share of mission expenses come to value the mission experience
partly because it costs a great deal our discussion of this idea
frequently leads to our talking about it being more costly to be an
active mormon than to be active in many other faiths primarily
because of the churche
churchs requirement of tithing to fund its vigorous
building program worldwide as well as its other expenses
another important dimension that 1I believe underlies my students amazement at spending a class period with the missionaries
but one that rarely becomes articulated is that they cannot see
themselves being capable of doing what the missionaries are doing
before them is a young person their own age who is hundreds often
thousands of miles from home and family for two years without
the chance for a quick trip home constantly meeting and talking
with strangers having to speak in public knock on doors talk with
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people on the streets in some missions live twenty four hours
a day with a companion whom heshe
beshe has never met before and
be self disciplined as well as a self starter the entire idea must be
terrifying to many in the class if they think much about it surely it
would bring out many of their in
insecurities
securities
what these students fail to understand is that the LDS church
prepares its missionaries from an early age to accept even welcome
such a challenge in early adulthood and this well organized effort
contrasts sharply with the relative lack of such preparation of youth
in other churches mormon children and youth are invited and
encouraged from early childhood to speak before others to learn the
teachings of the faith to memorize scriptures of importance and to
incorporate the conservative moral values of the faith in their day
dayto
to
day lives most missionaries have taken four years of seminary
courses while in high school meaning they have met for an hour
each weekday before during or after school to study various books
of scripture thus preparing them with a foundation of gospel
knowledge and personal conviction
moreover virtually none of my students have been elevated as
young teenagers to the status that the LDS church gives its youth at
twelve a boy is given what is believed to be the royal priesthood
of god and a girl becomes part of the young women program in
which she is taught to demonstrate in her life what is believed to
be her divine birthright as a daughter of god membership in
these groups requires active involvement in the important inner
workings of the church and clearly must have a positive effect on
the young persons self esteem and level of commitment finally the
young person accepting a mission call is given intensive training
including if appropriate language training at one of the churchs
churche
missionary training centers thus what my students do not fully
realize when they first meet the missionaries is that despite their
youth openness and relative lack of formal gospel training the missionaries
sion aries are the products of a long
longterm
term grooming process
in discussing missionary work with older members of the
church 1I have come to realize that the missionaries we have in new
england while typical of those church
wide in a general sense are
churchwise
churchwide
not typical in every sense for instance new englanders being the
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somewhat stubborn yankees that they are generally resist efforts to
convert them to mormonism even though joseph smiths roots
actually began in upstate vermont during two years in the region
a missionary might aid in the conversion of perhaps a dozen or
fewer persons there are other areas of the world that prove even
more difficult for such proselytizing such as the predominantly
roman catholic countries of france spain and italy and proselytizing in arab countries is not allowed at all on the other hand
missionary labors are extremely fruitful in many central and south
american countries in the philippines and in the south pacific
where the number of converts during a two year mission might be as
high as five hundred
the church has always promoted the active spreading of the
gospel and a few of the earliest missionaries like wilford woodruff
heber C kimball and parley P pratt were responsible for the conversion of literally thousands mostly in england but just as the
popular evangelist billy graham has observed in our own time
the quick convert is usually quick to depart too mormon leaders
understand this phenomenon and they encourage todays missionaries to answer as adequately as possible any concerns and questions
that their investigators have to take their investigators to church
meetings at least once prior to their baptism and to involve them
LDS life in addition missionaries are assigned
in other dimensions of
oflds
oflas
to seek out less active members of the faith and to reestablish
ties with them aiming to bring them back into activity
while the church obviously benefits from the steady influx of
new converts some claim they are the lifeblood of the church the
personal growth of the missionary must be of nearly equal value to
the church in the long run 1I have often reflected that two years as a
mormon missionary is undoubtedly an excellent learning experience the list of benefits surely is longer than the following but
these occur to me as an outsider independence from family self
sufficiency personal discipline self motivation financial management practice with interpersonal relationships development of
communication skills learning to deal with adversity experience
with travel exposure to different often foreign cultures and values
and for many the learning of a foreign language
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all these benefits are assured

believe by providing the
missionary with a tightly knit organization and support system that
also provides frequent counsel and guidance from a mission president and his spouse as well as senior missionaries granted a few
missionaries never make it through the MTC a few leave their
missions early for reasons other than illness and some go through
the motions only because of pressure from home but even in such
learn important aspects about life and
failures the missionaries leam
about themselves all members regardless of mission experience
are expected to be member missionaries a concept first enunciated by president david 0 mckay in the 1950s and it is not
surprising therefore that many returned missionaries continue
throughout their lives to invite their friends and acquaintances to
investigate their faith
it is through such lifetime missionaries that 1I first became
interested in the church in the late 1960s when my wife was a
brown university graduate student while 1I was studying at the yale
divinity school her study carrel was next to that of an active
mormon both of us were attracted to the genuineness and the calm
and friendly manner of our new friend and his family when he
learned of my studying at yale he presented me a book of mormon
eventually my interest in the history of the church was sparked to
the point of writing a dissertation at the university of oxford on the
churche nineteenth century period in britain in the course of my
churchs
research 1I spent some time with president gordon B hinckley who
also impressed me with his warm courteous spirit despite his ever
increasing burdens as a major leader in the church president
hinckley has found time to respond to subsequent inquires that
1I have made about church history he told me once
the time will
come when you and your family will join the church rather than
take offense at his boldness I1 felt it was a compliment given in the
true spirit of member missionary work finally 1I have a colleague
in my department at the university who is a latter day saint primarily
because of my ongoing interest in the church and my respect for its
members he was the first person whom I1 looked up when 1I first
arrived on campus we have been good friends ever since and he has
been especially helpful in answering my questions and in sharing his
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experiences with me some day 1I may even follow his oft repeated
suggestion that 1I read the book of mormon from cover to cover
I1 recently spoke with a young man who was preparing to leave
on his mission he was nervous excited and after so many years of
anticipation relieved that he was finally going to go he is the first
missionary in his family and his parents are proud yet nervous too
during our conversation he sometimes had to struggle to articulate
his thoughts and feelings he lacked the polish that the MTC and
experience in the mission brings but that is what 1I liked best about
our discussion so much of what awaited him he only dimly perceived but one thing he was certain of was that he would be a better
person for the experience 1I am sure that he is right
robert L lively jr

is associate professor of religion at the university of maine at
farmington dr lively would like to thank his friend and colleague professor J karl
franson for his helpful comments on earlier drafts of this article it is dedicated to

the franson children of farmington maine and the brown children ofprovo
of provo utah
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